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Abstract

Recent experience with the misuse of financial futures by banks (e.g., the Barings
bank case) seemsto support regulational acts which constrain the bank’s volume of
risky financial derivatives. The paper presents two models of a bank’s risk policy
in financial futures, both for the case of imperfect and perfect information. In the
first model, the manager-owners’ policy is governed by moral hazard w.r.t. the
bank’s futures risk (assetsubstitution problem). In the second model, a risk-averse
bank facing interest rate risk optimizes its maturity transformation gap and its
futures hedging volume simultaneously. Under moral hazard, the impact of futures
regulation on the optimal policies proves to be ambiguous, while regulation effects
are unambiguously negative under perfect information.

Les experiences r6centes en mat&e d ‘emploi abusif d’actifs a terme par les
banques, comme l’atteste l’exemple de la banque Ratings, semblent justifier la
mise en muvre de mesures de regulation visant a limiter le volume de produits
derives risquts dttenus par les banques. L ‘article presente deux modeles de
politique financiere relative a ce type d ‘actifs, sous hypothtse d’information
imparfaite, puis d ‘information parfaite. Darts le premier modele, la formulation de
la politique elabo& par le dirigeant, qui est aussi le propri&aire, rencontre une
situation de hasard moral. Le probleme qui se pose est celui de la substitution des
titres. Dans le deuxieme mod&e, une banque averse au risque qui fait face a un
risque de taux d ‘intM!t optimise simultanCmentla maturite de son portefeuille et la
couverture des actifs a terme risqub. Sous moral hazard la regulation de
l’utilisation des titres se montre d ‘ttre ambigue, pendant la regulation sous
hypothese d ‘information parfaite a des effets unambigues negatifs.
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1.

Introduction

Depository institutions like commercial banks, savings banks and credit unions - we
call them bunks for short in the following - constitute an important part of the financial
sector in modem economies. Banks perform numerous financial services and
intermediation functions as, e.g., supply of perfectly liquid investments or arbitrarily
sized loan volumes, risk sharing, and maturity transformation. Originating to these
intermediation services, banks face various kinds of risk like credit risk, interest rate
risk or exchange rate risk (Gardner/Mills (1988)). Owing to the significance of the
financial sector with respect to the performance of highly developed economic
systems,major bank crises are usually accompaniedby a considerablepublic attention.
The German Herstatt case as well as some recent crises in US-thrift institutions and
agricultural banks are well-known examples. As a responseto the endangering impact
of a massive risk-induced bank default on the production sector of modem economies,
the risk policy of depository institutions is commonly constrained by regulatory acts
as, e.g., the obligatory fixed-rate deposit insurance schemein US-banks (RonnNerma
(1986), Merton (1977)), or the German Kreditwesengesetz together with the
Grundstitze I to III and its diverse supplementary laws in the sequel of the European
unification process (e.g. Boos/HBfer (1995a, b), Schulte/Mattler (1994a), Rudolph
(1995)). An extensive literature discusses both practical and theoretical facets of
regulation in the financial sector.’
In the more recent past, the increasing utilization of financial derivatives in banks
directed the public attention towards the risk potential of financial futures, options and
swaps. On the one hand, and perfectly demonstratedby the Barings bank bankruptcy
case, the leverage effects embodied in the use of financial derivates constitutes a
considerable danger to uninformed customers and depositors, if the bank managers’
behaviour is characterized by moral hazard. Regulation of derivatives thus appearsas a
meaningful task of regulatory authorities if banks operate in credit markets with
imperfect information. An unnecessarily restrictive regulation of derivatives, on the
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other hand, restrains their use as an effective hedging instrument if a benevolent
management acts under the primacy of perfect information and risk aversion. The
resulting trade-off has to be taken into account when financial derivatives are subject to
regulation.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze how futures regulation affects a bank’s risk
policy,

both under perfect and imperfect information. In the case of imperfect

information and limited liability (see section 2), the banks manager-owners face an
incentive to switch to risky futures policies (2.1), which harms the position of the
uninformed depositors(assetsubstitution problem). In the context of a simple model of
the asset substitution problem (2.2), the possible impact of two basic regulation
schemeson the optimal risk policy under moral hazard is analyzed analytically (2.3).
In the caseof perfect information (see section 3), we focus on the prospective positive
role of financial futures in both the hedging decisions and the production process of a
risk-averse bank facing interest rate risk (3.1). The two-period model presented in 3.2
allows to copy the optimal maturity transformation function of the bank together with
its optimal futures hedging volume. The possible effects of regulation are evaluated by
a comparative static analysis of the simultaneous optimum of the bank in the assetand
the futures market (3.3). Section 4 concludes the paper.

2.

Financial Futures Regulation

2.1

Preliminaries

under Asymmetric

Information

A major motive of bank regulation are possible incentives of financial institutions to
increasetheir risk. As an example, the ‘profit center’ organization of many large banks
provides a natural tendency to hedge each department’srisk from a micro perspective
(Saunders (1987)). Unfortunately, these micro hedges when aggregatedmay actually
work to increase a banks risk exposure. While this increase in risk happens
unvoluntarily, and due to organizational conditions, we focus on the classical risk
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incentive of manager-owners under the financial conditions of limited liability

and

asymmetric information. If the banks investment policy cannot be perfectly controlled
by the depositors due to asymmetric information, bank owners voluntarily

switch to

riskier policies according to the convexity of their option-like pay-off function (Meiton
(1973) Galai/Masulis

(1976)). In the corporate finance literature, several contractual

designs as, for example, the use of collateral (Bester (1987)) or the issuance of
warrants (Green (1984)), have been propounded as incentive compatible designs to
solve the risk incentive problem (for a critique, see Ktirsten (1994)). In the banking
literature, a similar risk incentive induced by the option-like pay-off function of fixedrate deposit insurance provocated an extensive discussion around the introduction of
variable-rate

deposit

insurance

Chan/Greenbaum/Thakor

schemes (Merton

(1977),

RonnNerma

(1986),

(1992)). In the following, the classical risk incentive problem

serves as an example of a possible opportunistic risk policy in financial institutions.
Especially, and due to the incorporated leverage effect, financial futures are regarded
as “convenient” instruments to perform that policy.

2.2

A Model of Banks Risk Incentive

Following

a model of Green/Talmor (1986), we denote the stochastic end-of-period

cash flow of the bank as

(E(E) = 0, p’(O) IO, o’(O) > 0,

Y(@)=p(@)+O(@).E
(1)

@EPJlh

where a greater risk 0 induces both a higher variance o*(O). var (E) and a lower
expected value l.t(O) of the banks cash flow Y (“mixed” risk incentive problem). In
the case p’(O) = 0, the expected cash flow remains constant (“pure” risk incentive
problem).’
Gavish/Kalay

As

is common

in the relevant

literature

(GreerJTalmor

(1986),

(1983)), we assume that all stakeholders are risk-neutral, maximizing the

risk-free discounted expected value (market value)3 of their individual claims. If the
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Pareto-optimal investment policy Oo = 0 stipulated by contract cannot be enforced by
depositors, the manager-owner of a bank financed with risky debt switches to his
optimal project O* (moral hazard)

O* =argmax

(2)

E(s.max{Y(O)-D,O})>Oo,

0 E[O,l]

where s E (O,l] denotes the manager-owner’s share in the total equity, and D is the debt
obligation promised to depositors. The optimal interior solution O* E (0,l)

of the

mixed risk incentive problem (p’< 0) is characterized by the first-order condition4

$E(s.max{Y(O)-D,
(3)

0))

= s.(l -F(i?(O)))[u’(@)+o’(O).E(+
=o

with

2 @))I

i(O):= (Y(0) - u(O)) / o(O),

while the optimum of the pure risk incentive problem (u’= 0) is always the riskiest
available project, O* = 1, since the derivative (3) is positive for all 0 ~[0,1] in this
case.

2.3

Effects of Financial Futures Regulation

According to the leverage effect embodied in the usual margin schemes of clearing
houses (Hull (1993), pp. 22), financial futures contracts are a “suitable”

means to

increase a banks risk via moral hazard of its manger-owners. Thus, as an adequate
example of the risk incentive, in the following we interpret the parameter 0 from the
last section as the volume of the (net) position of financial futures in the bank
portfolio.’

Futures regulation can be achieved by either (a) restricting the maximum

futures position 0 to a limited range 0 E [O,K] (direct regulation), or (b) imposing an
additional

cost

c (0) (c’(O) 2 0)

on every

futures

engagement

0

(indirect
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regulation). In the German “Kreditwesengesetz”, for example, method (a) has been
implemented via the former “Grundsatz Ia” in its 1990novellized form, which requires
that the net futures position remains limited to a certain percentageof the banks total
equi$. Similarly, the method (b) is condensedin the GrundsatzI which requires that a
(default-) risk specific percentage of every open futures position is charged to the
bank’s equity account. Additional capital-reserverequirementsare directed by the 1995
novellized

Grundsatz Ia

in

the

sequel of

transforming the European

“KapitaladQ+mnzrichtlinie” into German regulatory law (Schulte/Mattler (1994a)).
Since the corresponding adequacy requirements of equity cannot be used as an
underlying for other bank activities (e.g., a loan contract), the presentGrundsatzeI and
II impose an additional (opportunity) cost on a bank’suse of derivates.’
How do both kinds of regulation affect the moral hazard-induced misuse of financial
futures by the bank’s manager-owner? Concerning direct regulation, excessive risk
taking is limited if the exogenous threshold K falls below the optimal position
O*,

K

< O*. In the case K 2 a*, regulation does not constrain the manager-owner’s

risk incentive. Since, at least principally, financial institutions can engagein futures to
an unlimited extent, the introduction of some regulation threshold K should promise
positive risk effects. Of course, such positive risk effects must be balanced against
possible negative risk effects if financial futures can only be used on a reducedlevel to
hedge the banks interest rate risk (see section 3). Concerning indirect regulation, the
impact of some additional cost c(O) on a bank’s risk policy follows from a
comparative static analysis of its optimal risk O* as given by (2). For the ease of
demonstration, let the cost term be linear in 0, c(O) = c ‘0 (c > 0). Incorporating the
regulation costs in the terminal cash flow (1)

yields the first-order condition
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6

E(s.max{Y(O, c)- D, 0))
=s~(1-F(i:(@,c)))~[$(@)-c+cr’(@)~E(~~s2~(@,c>)]

(5)

=o

,with

e(O,c)=(Y(O,c)-p(O)+c*@)/o(oL

In the caseof the pure risk incentive problem (p’= 0), (5) prescribesthe border value
O* = 1 to be optimal

if

the slope of the cost function

(c < ~(@).E(E~E 2 i(0, c)) for all 0 ~[0,1]).

is

“small”

Then, marginally increasing the

regulation costs c has no impact on the manager-owner’srisk policy, i.e., a tighter
regulation schemeexhibits no positive incentive effects. If the marginal costs are “big”
(c > ~‘(@).E(E[E 2 i(0, c)) for all 0 l [0,1]) , the high risk project O* = 1 previously
optimal without regulation (see (3)) is replaced by the low risk optimum O* = 0, i.e.,
the introduction of indirect regulation eliminates the bank’s risk incentive problem and
restores the Pareto-optimum. Finally, with “intermediate” regulation costs or in the
case of the mixed risk incentive problem (c-~‘(O*)=O’(O*)~E(EIE~~~(@*,C))
for some0’ l (0,1)), the impact of a marginal cost increase on the resulting interior
optimum O* l (0,l) can be evaluated by differentiating (5) implicitly’

(6)

a@*
-=&

E(max {I’(@, c) - D, 0)) oc
E(max{Y(@, c) - D, 0)) oo

By inspection of the crucial cross derivative

@=@*
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sign

$=

sign E(max{Y(O,c)-D,O})
=: sign

(7)

oc jO=O’

o’(O). g.[E(s,ELi)-;I-(l-F(E))
I@=@*

i 0,
the results are ambiguous: Owing to the positivity

of the two terms in (7) their
*

difference may take any sign. For example, the derivative
sensitivity

of the variance

o(O) with respect to 0

sensitivity

cr results in a positive derivative.

c

is negative if the

is low (o’= 0), while a high

In the

former case, enforcing the

regulation requirements c mitigates the manager-owner’s risk incentive, i.e., regulation
is incentive compatible. In the latter case, regulation enforces the manager-owner’s risk
incentive,

is incentive

incompatible.

In summary, imposing additional costs on a

intermediary’s financial futures policy may both ameliorate and aggravate possible risk
incentive problems under moral hazard.’

3.

Financial Futures Regulation under Symmetric Information

3.1.

Preliminaries

As opposed to the model developped in 2.1, in this section we focus on the paradigm
of a benevolent, risk-averse bank which uses financial futures to hedge its interest rate
risk. A major source of interest rate risk is the transformation of variable-rate, short
term liabilities

(e.g., deposits) into fixed-rate, long term assets (e.g., loans) (Jaffee

(1986), Ktirsten (1991, 1993), Santomero (1983)). While maturity transformation
provides the bank with a positive net interest rate margin when the yield curve is
normal, the resulting positive maturity gap in its balance sheet - the volume of fixedrate assets exceeds that of fixed-rate liabilities - exposes the bank to the risk of rising
interest rates. The prevailing view in the literature of financial futures hedging focusses
on the optimal futures volume with the balance sheet gap as given (Ederington (1979),
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Koppenhaver (1985), VeitReiff

(1983)).

The usual approach denies the fact that a

risk-reducing futures engagement itself exhibits some reaction on the gap if the gapfutures-position is optimized simultaneously. As has been shown by Ktirsten (1991,
1993), the possibility to engage in futures contracts not only reduces the banks risk
exposure, but also allows (and forces) the bank to enlarge its transformation gap (“real
production

effect” of futures) which implies higher bank profits from maturity

transformation. In the following we analyze how the situation is affected if a regulator
imposes additional costs on the use of futures contracts.

3.2.

A Model of Bank Maturity

Transformation

The bank faces a given total demand for two-period loans. In t = 0, borrowers use these
funds to finance a two period investment whose cash flow is realized at the end of
period two (t = 2). A portion CI (or p, resp.) of total bank loans (or liabilities,
consists of roll-over
(or l-p,

resp.)

resp.)

(short term) one-period contracts, the remaining part 1-a

consists of (long term) two period contracts. All interest plus

principal is paid in t = 2. Long term loans (or liabilities, resp.) yield the (squared) twoperiod

spot rate

liabilities,

Rt = (1+ rt )

(or Rk = 1+rk,

resp.)

Short term loans (or

resp.) yield the one-period spot rate Rf = 1+ rf (or RI = 1+ r\, resp.)

times the one-period spot rate RT (or R\, resp.) which prevails at the end of period
one (t = 1).

Let Rt = Rk =:R,

and Rt = Rk =:R,

for the sake of simplicity.‘0

From the t = 0 point of view, where all bank decisions are made, RT and R:

are

random. A possibly non-perfect correlation between asset rate and liability

rate

describes basic risk, i.e., the correlation
presence of

some elasticity

risk

coefficient

is excluded

corr (Rf,

to simplity

Rk) =:y < 1. The
calculations,

i.e.,
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Var (fif ) = Var (RF) by assumption. As the third component of interest rate risk,
there may be somefixed-rule risk if the balance sheetgap is non-zero, p -a f 0 .‘I

The monetary objective of the bank is its equity at the end of period two. As is
common in the relevant literature, we do not consider any systematic correlation
effects with the bank’s remaining activities (Wilhelm (1982)). The final monetary
objective is thus given by the profit
(8)

II = (afiT -pfik)

.R, + [(1-a)-(l-g)]

. Rf.

The bank is risk averse (Edwards (1977), Ratti (1980)) and uses the preference
functional EU(.) = E(.) - k. Var(.)

(h = absolute risk aversion) to calculate its

optimal short term assetportion a*

a* = arg max E(rc(a)) - $Var (x(a)) .

(9)

a EPA

We thus follow the traditional assetmanagementapproachwhich regardsthe liability
side of a bank’s balance sheet as market determined,while on the assetside the bank
retains some discretionary control. Differentiation of the concaveobjective function (9)
yields the optimum

(10)

J
a*= E@~-,,R1
+ r.P7
LR, Var(R;)

where cR,, = Rz / R, denotesthe implied forward rate. Ceteris paribus, a speculative
oriented bank (h < m) prefers a greater (smaller) portion of its loan volume to consist
of roll-over contracts if spot rates are expectedto rise (fall). If the bank managementis
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extremely risk averse (I. + co) or follows the expectation hypothesis of interest rates
(E(RT)=,R, z), the variance minimizing solution requires

(11)

a*=dM,

i.e., the banks optimal balance sheet gap is non-zero and positive, P-a’ > 0. The
bank performs somepositive maturity transformation since the volume of long term
assetsexceedsthat of long term liabilities, 1-a* > 1- p . The positive gap results from
an optimal trade-off between isolated fixed rate risk which is minimal if the gap is
zero, j3-a = 0, and isolated basis risk which is minimal if there are no short term
loans, a = 0. Note that the non-zero gap (11) results as an optimal response to the
presenceof interest rate risk, while in the literature the gap is usually interpreted as a
main source of interest rate risk (e.g., Gardner/Mills (1988)).

3.3

Effects of Financial Futures Regulation

Financial futures are now incorporated in the model as a hedging device. In t = 0, the
bank enters a delivery date T 2 1 futures contract at a futures rate Rr which is offset in
t = 1 at a futures rate 8,. The corresponding futures prices are 1- Rf or 1- Rf,
respectively. The futures rate R, is random from the t = 0 point of view, and induces
an additional basis risk by its possibly non-perfect correlation with
future spot rates, Rt or Rk.
Var(i(t)=Var(Rk)=Var(Rf)

To simplify

the

the presentation, we assume

and corr(~~,~r)=~orr(~~,~~)=:6.‘~

As is

common in futures hedging models (e.g., Koppenhaver (1985b)), we refrain from
margin requirements and treat any futures profits or losses as realized in t = 2. The
intermediary’s profit with a futures volume of 0 is given by
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(12)

xr(a,O)=n(a)+@.((l-a,)-(l-Rf))

where 0 < 0 (0 > 0) indicates a short (long) position in the futures market. The
simultaneous optimum of the bank with respect to both the asset variable a E [O,l] and
the futures volume 0 E lR is determined by the linear equation system

(a**, @**) = arg max
(13)

E(nf(a,O))

- 4. Var(srf(a,O))

.

a 4W
OElR

Solving (13) yields

(14a)

a ** =

E(R+OR,,2)

+6.E(Rf

hR,Var&)

(14b)

a** =

+

f3.s

+

R,.p6.-

(1-S2)

S~E(I^i&,R1,2)+E(Rf-Rf)
hVar&)

-Rf)

. (1-G)

Y-1
l-S2

as the general solution for the case of non-perfect hedging, 6 f fl. I3 As an example, if
martingale efficiency is assumed to hold for both implied forward rates and futures
rates (in arbitrage-free markets this requires caution, see Wilhelm (1985)), or if the
bank is extremely risk averse (h + co), the relevant case of a positive correlation
between the spot rate and the futures rates (corr (8, ,R,) = 6 > 0) requires a short
position

in the futures market,

@I** < 0 (note that y < 1 due to basis risk). Further,

the optimal asset position with futures hedging a** (see the second term in (14a))
falls below the optimal asset position without futures hedging a* (see (11)). As a
result,
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(15)

p-a**

+3.(1-S)

> P.(l-y)

= P-a*,

i.e., the possibility to engagein financial futures enlarges the banks balance sheetgap,
which induces higher profits for the bank if the yield curve is normal. This real
production effect is due to the fact that the hedging potential of futures allows (and
forces) the bank to accepta higher interest rate risk from its maturity transformation to
reach the global risk optimum in (13). As another result, the corresponding futures
position in the simultaneous optimum can easily be seen to exceed the sequentially
optimized futures volume which takes the asset position a* from (11) as given,
I@**[>lO*(a*)l.

Unfortunately, the latter (suboptimal) procedure is commonly

adoptedin the literature (Koppenhaver (1985a,b, 1990) Morgan/Shame/Smith (1988)).
The impact of financial futures regulation on the simultaneous bank optimum (14) can
now be analyzed. In the caseof direct regulation, restricting the futures volume by an
upper bound K increases total bank risk if K restrains the global futures optimum,
K < lO**l. Consequently, the asset optimum under the regulation constraint lOI< K
falls below the global optimum a**, which leaves the bank with reduced maturity
transformation profits. In the caseof indirect regulation, imposing additional costs c on
the use of futures contracts affects the banks profit function (12). If the usual positive
correlation between the spot rate gf and the futures rate 8, obtains (6 > 0) and the
expectation term is not “too big”,‘4 the futures position is short and the profit function
under regulation can be denotedas
(16)

xf,re&,@)

= nf(a,o>

+ c.0

(c > 0).

The simultaneous asset-futures-optimumunder regulation of a bank which is short in
the futures market is calculated from (13), where the profit function xr is replaced by
the modified profit function n t, reg to yield
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(17a)

a 1:s = a** +

C

hRtVar(R,)(l-62)
(6 + +1>

(17b)

“Zg = 0” +

c

hVar(W,) . (1-62)

.

If the bank is extremely risk averse (h + co), regulation costswill not affect the global
bank optimum, (a**,@**) = (a**reg,@tis). If the bank shows some speculative
behaviour (h cm), the regulation costs will unambiguously increase the short term
asset portion a

and the futures position 0.

For example, assume that

martingale efftciency holds both for implied forward rates and futures rates, i.e.,
the speculative terms in (14a,b) vanish.” Since the unregulated futures position
O** = R,PG.(y -1)/(1-S’)

<O is short, the cost term in (17b) will either reduce the

volume of the short position, 101:s.I< lO**l, or turn the previously optimal short
position into a long position, 0::s > 0. In any case,regulation results in an increase of
total bank risk when comparedwith the unconstrained case(14). Correspondingly, the
increase of the portion of short term loans implies a decrease of the bank’s balance
sheet gap
(18)

P-aE,

< p-a**,

which results in lower profit opportunities due to a smaller maturity transformation of
the bank. In summary, regulation renders negative impacts on a risk averse bank’s
optimal loan-futures-portfolio, both with respect to the scope of positive maturity
transformation and the hedging position in the financial futures market.
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4.

Conclusions

The paper analyzes the role of regulating the financial futures policy of commercial
banks, both in markets with imperfect and perfect information. In the caseof imperfect
information and moral hazard, the paper focusseson the incentive of manager-owners
under limited liability to increasethe bank’srisk via exaggerating the volume of futures
contracts (risk incentive or asset substitution problem). If the regulation scheme
directly limits the futures volume by an exogenous upper bound, depositors may
benefit from the restricted risk potential. However, in the case of indirect regulation,
imposing additional costson the futures volume may both ameliorate and aggravatethe
risk incentive problem. Thus, the effects of regulation are ambiguous under moral
hazard.
In the caseof perfect information, the analysis relies on a model of a risk averse bank
which transforms short term deposits into long term loans (positive maturity
transformation), and uses financial futures as an instrument of interest rate risk
management.The model presented in the paper shows that financial futures can not
only be used to hedge a banks interest rate risk, but also provide the bank with an
enlarged maturity transformation gap (real production effect of futures). The effects of
both direct and indirect regulation are negative. First, the optimal futures position
under the constraint of regulation falls below the unconstrained optimal futures
volume, i.e., there is an increase of the bank’s interest rate risk. Second, owing to the
real production effect, the optimal maturity transformation gap decreases under
regulation which leaves the bank with reduced profit opportunities from maturity
transformation.
In summary, the possible effects of regulation appear not very promising. While in
certain casesa direct regulation of the financial futures volume may be beneficiant to
the depositors if the bank management’sbehaviour is governed by moral hazard, those
positive incentive effects must be balanced against the negative effects of constraining
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a benevolent bank management’s use of financial futures as a risk management device.
Integrating

both aspects in one model of bank behaviour would constitute an

interesting

task for

future

research. Secondly,

we need a better theoretical

understanding of the design of adequate clearing procedures between different open
positions in a banks off-balance-sheet activities (as, e.g., netting by close-out or by
novation), which are also not incorporated in the models presented so far. As the
analysis in section 3 suggests, the regulator must take into account that any inadequate
internal netting scheme not only arbitrarily increases the banks total risk exposure, but
also cuts the bank’s profit opportunities from positive maturity transformation.
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i See, e.g. Amold/Schulte-Mattler
(1990, 1992a,b), Becker (1991), Boos/Hofer (1995a,b),
DimsonMarsh ( 1995), DewatriponUfiiole
(1994) Fama (1985), Fischer/GrUnbichler (199 1),
Grundmann (1992), MerricWSaunders (1985), Richter (1988, 1991), Rudolph (1989) and the
literature cited there.
2 While the pure risk incentive is naturally associated with the issuance of risky debt (Merton (1973)),
the mixed risk incentive represents an artificial construction capable to demonstrate the existence of
non-zero agency costs (JensenMeckling (1976)). Though the use of both cases is sometimes
intertwined (see, e.g., GavishKalay (1983), Green (1984), Greeflahnor
(1986)), a thorough
distinction should be significant since some well-known incentive compatible “solutions” of the risk
incentive problem (e.g., the issuance of convertible debt (Green (1984)) hinge crucially on the
assumption of the mixed version of the incentive problem (see Ktlrsten (1994) for details).
s For details with respect to the relevant risk-neutral distribution see HarrisonKreps (1979) or Wilhelm
(1988). See also Wilhelm (1986) for some basic shortcomings of this objective function when there is
imperfect information.
’ The second-order conditions are assumed to be fulfilled (see Green/Tahnor (1986), pp. 392, but also
Ktirsten (1994) p. 195).
’ In a sense, this interpretation is unnecessary restrictive as other derivatives (e.g., currency futures)
behave similarly (the reader is free to follow alternative interpretations). Our motive is to get some
comparability with the results in section 3 which rely explicitly on fmancial futures policies under
symmetric information. We also refrain from possible correlations between the futures position and
other bank assets for the ease of demonstration. In section 3, correlation effects are of significance.
6 For details, see AmoldEchulte-Mattler

(1992a,b), Dormanns ( 1990), Schulte-Mattler (1994a).

’ Strictly speaking, there are no capital-reserve requirements directed by the Grundsatz I if the fmancial
derivatives are contracted with a default-free clearing-house as the Deutsche Terminborse, DTB
(Schulte-Mattler (1994b)).
’ The second-order conditions are assumed to be fulfilled which implies that the denominator is
negative (as usual, a lower suffix denotes a partial derivative).
9 In view of some recent results with respect to the robustness of other agency theoretic models, the
ambiguity is not surprising. For example, JensenMeckling’s (1976) theory of the optimal capital
structure of the fum proves to be generally incorrect (Kursten (1995a)). Further shortcomings of the
agency approach in the context of the design of credit contracts, the optimum firm size, the role of
collateral or the theory of credit rationing are discussed elsewhere (Kttrsten (1994, 1995b, 1996a,b)).
“This can be assumed without loss of generality (see Ktirsten (1993)). Note that there are no
refmancing constraints in t = 1 since the bank uses discount instruments (see Koppenhaver (1985a))
for a similar procedure.
” See Banger? (1987) or Gardnerh4ills (1988), and Ktirsten (1993) for analytical details of the three
components of interest rate risk. Note also that the incorporation of elasticity risk renders no further
insights for our purposes.
I2Again, the assumptions are not necessary for our main results.
13The calculations are tedious, but straightforward since the two partial derivatives form a linear
equation system with two unknowns. The proofs are available from the author on request. The case of
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perfect hedging (6 = +I) requires appropriate limiting arguments, but renders no further insights (see
Ktirsten (1993), pp. 202) and is omitted here.
I4 If the expectation term turns the futures position into a long position, our arguments are still valid if
+c is replaced by -c in (16).
I5 Of course, there are many other parameter constellations which cannot be discussed in detail, but
yield similar results. In a sense, the example can be regarded as representative for the general message
of the model.
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